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Crosscut
Features

Tile Sizes

Resembling a stunning cross-cut travertine, this white-body ceramic truly
makes a statement. It has a larger fill, a rather rustic, mossy character, and
high color movement—with many shades of the same color within the
same tile. Add the large format that’s been coming on strong lately, and you
have a decidedly high-end look.

Field Tile
23" x 23"
13" x 13"

Style
CS32K
CS33K

Trim
Bullnose

CS58K

• 23X23 and 13X13

Accent
2x2 Mosaic

CS59K

• Slip- resistant
• Clarity Digital Imaging
✧✧Digital imaging method creates crisp, realistic designs
✧✧Separate 4-color processes produce amazing color clarity

Technical
Wear Rating Group
Break Strength
Water Absorption
COF (Wet)

4*
400 lbs.
> 4%
.72

✧✧Very low repeat—up to 10 times more image variety yields
extraordinary authenticity like that found in nature

Colors

This tile features random variations of
shade and texture within each carton.
To insure optimum appearance, it is
imperative that tiles from various cartons
be continually blended during installation.
Placement of tiles should be decided on
before beginning installation.

100 Blanco —f ield of
creamy color with tones in
pale taupe, dove gray, and
sand

Accents

200 Musgo — swirls in pale
coffee tones with cream and
taupe-grey

700 Noce — light to
medium golden caramels in
the background, with veins in
darker earth tones

2 x 2 Mosaic

*OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) has
established a recognized industry standard of 0.5 (wet and dry) for
slip-resistant surfaces. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
recommends, but does not require, “a Static Coefficient of Friction
of 0.60 for accessible routes and 0.80 for ramps.” ADA does not
specifically state that 0.60 is both a dry and a wet requirement.
It is important to note that any tile or other hard surface flooring
can become slippery when wet or improperly maintained. Products
installed in an exterior application must comply with applicable
ANSI 108 series of the “American National Standard Specifications
for the Installation of Ceramic Tile” and comply with TCA installation
methods applicable to installation conditions..

Approved Usage
100 Blanco —f ield of
creamy color with tones in
pale taupe, dove gray, and
sand

200 Musgo — swirls in pale
coffee tones with cream and
taupe-grey

700 Noce — light to
medium golden caramels in
the background, with veins in
darker earth tones
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